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8. Übung Visualisierung in der Mathematik
(Non-euclidean trigonometry)

Übungsaufgaben
Information: The course web site is http://www.math.tu-berlin.de/geometrie/Lehre/WS04/VisMath/.
All assignments will be posted there in .pdf format. You can aleso check the web site for
contact information for the teachers, and other information related to this class.
For notes related to the content of this week’s assignment, use the ”Non-Euclidean Geo-
metry” link directly accessible from the web site given above. The main results we need
are:

Spherical law of cosines: cos(c) = cos(a) cos(b) + sin(a) sin(b) cos(C)
Dual spherical law of cosines cos(C) = − cos(A) cos(B) + sin(A) sin(B) cos(c)

Hyperbolic law of cosines: cosh(c) = cosh(a) cosh(b)− sinh(a) sinh(b) cos(C)
Dual hyperbolic law of cosines: cos(C) = − cos(A) cos(B) + sin(A) sin(B) cosh(c)

1. Aufgabe
Spherical trigonometry We worked with the spherical triangle group ∗233 in Lab 4. We
found that a fundamental domain was a spherical triangle with vertices at A = (0, 0, 1), B =
(−d,−d, d), C = (d,−d, d), with d = 1√

(3)
.

i) Calculate a, b, c. [Hint: The spherical side lengths of a spherical triangle are just the
(euclidean) angles formed by the vectors joining the end-point vertices to the origin
O. For example, a = ∠(OB, OC = arccos( <B,C>

||B||||C|| ).]

ii) Use this result and the spherical trig formulas above to calculate A,B,C. Verify that
the triangle has the desired angles, that is π

2 , π
3 , π

3 .

2. Aufgabe
Hyperbolic trigonometry We worked with the hyperbolic triangle group ∗255 in Lab
7. In Assignment 7 you (should have) found that a fundamental domain was a spherical
triangle with vertices at A = (0, 0, 1), B = (k, 0, 1), C = (0, k, 1) where k = ... was calculated
in the exercise.

i) Use the distance formula for hyperbolic geometry to calculate the three side lengths
a, b, c.

ii) Use this result and the hyperbolic trig formulas above to calculate A,B,C. Verify that
the triangle has the desired angles, that is π

2 , π
5 , π

5 .

iii) Let O = (0, 0, 1), X = (x, 0, 1), and d = d(0, X) be the hyperbolic distance. Show
that x = tanh(d). Use this and i) to calculate k, and show it agrees with the value
calculated in Assignment 7.

3. Aufgabe
*245: One more example



i) Use hyperbolic trig to calculate the side lengths for the hyperbolic triangle 245, that
is, the triangle with vertex angles π

2 , π
4 , π

5 .

ii) Place vertex A with angle π
2 at the origin (0, 0, 1). Because at the origin, hyperbolic

angle measure agrees with euclidean, we can assume that the exists s ∈ R, t ∈ R such
that B = (s, 0, 1) and C = (0, t, 1) yield a triangle ABC with the desired angles. Use
the fact that you know the hyperbolic side lengths of the triangle to calculate s and t.
[Hint: use iii) from the previous exercise].

iii) Verify that the side length BC agrees with the value you calculated in i).

iv) (Optional) Prepare an INST file representing the group ∗245 as you did for ∗255.


